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. Gaspard.Proust.Tapine.2013.FRENCH.DVDRiP.x264-12Q: strcpy failed to
allocate memory in C I'm trying to allocate some memory to a variable but it
seems the strcpy isn't working. It can allocate some memory but doesn't copy the
string I put in and it crashes. #include #include #include #include int main() {
char *name = (char*) malloc(128 * sizeof(char)); printf("%s %d %d ",
name,time(0),sizeof(name)); strcpy(name, "Mariano"); printf("%s %d %d ",
name,time(0),sizeof(name)); } The output is: Mariano 0 -1 Mariano 0 -1 What's
wrong? A: char *name = (char*) malloc(128 * sizeof(char)); The allocation size is
based on the size of the pointer, NOT the size of the C type it points to. It should
be char *name = malloc(128 * sizeof(char)); In C, array sizes are usually
determined by the malloc call (array length * size of elements) but char * is not an
array. You need to allocate the memory the same as the allocated pointer is; at
the least, the amount you need to allocate. In the past, several approaches for
forming subsurface structures have been proposed. One approach is to mix
cement with a resin, form the mixture as a plug by pumping the mixture into an
underground pipe or the like, and to cure the mixture with an in-situ method in
which the mixture is cured in the subsurptu. See, for example, Japanese Patent
Laid-Open Publication No. 11-157684 (1999). Such an in-situ method is based on
the fact that a hydroxyapatite (Ca10(PO4)6(OH)2) (hereinafter “HA”) is formed at
a relatively high temperature in a cement-containing composition. According to
Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication No. 11-157684
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